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Abstract—This report describes the implementation, simulation and experimental results of two ROS nodes which perform
mapping and state estimation using the TurtleBot’s on-board
sensors and Kinect vision system.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE lab contains two main components: the implementation of the occupancy grid mapping and particle filter state estimation algorithms. For both, position data is
available from the Indoor Positioning System (IPS). In terms
of constraints, the lab allows only third party linear algebra
packages, reuse of previous lab code and the map must be
at least 25𝑚2 . The following sections describe the theory
behind the algorithms, their implementation, and simulation
and experimental results.
The environment used to test the mapping algorithm live is
shown in Fig. 1.

T

Fig. 1. Live map environment located at E5 SDC as viewed from IPS camera

II. T HEORY
Mapping: The mapping algorithm works by relying on laser
scanner data and position data of the robot. As sensor data is
received, it is used to update a locally stored map array that
represents the occupancy grid of the environment.
The algorithm listens to the ∕𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒 and ∕𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑛 publishers
for position and laser data. In the case that new position
information is received, the code simply updates the locally
stored position data through the 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒_𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘() function.

The majority of computation occurs when new laser data
is received. In this case, the Bresenham line algorithm is
used to re-evaluate the probabilities of occupancy of the
grid locations effected by the individual laser beams. The
occupancy grid array is locally stored in log odds form,
making updating the probabilities of affected grids a simple
additive operation. This avoids issues with truncation in
multiplicative combination of probabilities. In order to
publish the map data on the appropriate ∕𝑚𝑎𝑝 topic however,
the log odds form is first converted to a regular probability.
State estimation: Non-parametric filters approximate probabilities using a finite number of selected values, all of which
represent a region in state space. A type of non-parametric
filter, the particle filter approximates the posterior using a
finite number of parameters but the parameters representing
the posterior weight at current state are based on random state
samples drawn from the previous posterior. By concept, the
particle filter casts a defined number of particles placed at
random across the map. These particles represent the possible
states that the robot could be in. The particles are then
allocated a weight as per the likelihood of the robot existing in
that state based on the signals from the pose callback function.
Then a re-sampling of the particle takes place as per the
allocated weights.
This process is repeated to converge to the robot’s true
position. However, in order to maintain accuracy the robot
changes position, the guesses are moved between iterations.
Inherently, the reading from the degraded IPS state information
and wheel odometer possess noise. Due to such errors possible
in the predicted and actual robot movement, a subtle amount
of random noise is added to the movement of each guess.
The state equations for the motion model are given in
Equations 2, 3 and 4 after mapping the velocity from the
local space of the robot to world space (all state was stored in
world space to be consistent with IPS data). The twist velocity
message from the ∕𝑜𝑑𝑜𝑚 topic was used to determine the
linear velocity in the local space of the robot and the angular
velocity.
√
(1)
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 = 𝑣2𝑥 + 𝑣2𝑦 · 𝑑𝑡
𝑥𝑡+1 = 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 · sin 𝜃𝑡

(2)

𝑦𝑡+1 = 𝑦𝑡 + 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 · cos 𝜃𝑡

(3)

𝜃𝑡+1 = 𝜃𝑡 + 𝜔 ⋅ 𝑑𝑡

(4)

The probability function used to determine the weights
for each particle during the re-sampling stage is given by
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Equation 5. The function is based on the inverse of the sum
of the absolute difference in the yaw angle of the particle and
the IPS reading of the robot and distance of the particle from
the IPS measurement.
𝑝(𝑥) =

1
√
|𝜃𝑃 − 𝜃𝐼𝑃 𝑆 | + (𝑥𝑃 − 𝑥𝐼𝑃 𝑆 )2 + (𝑦𝑃 − 𝑦𝐼𝑃 𝑆 )2

(5)

Re-sampling is implemented by considering the weight function of each particle using Equation 5. For efficiency a resampling wheel is implemented. Every particle is allocated a
slice of the wheel based on its weighted probability.

Fig. 2.

Resampling wheel of weighted particles

As seen in Fig. 2, a particle with a higher weight is allocated
a larger slice of the wheel and vice-versa. This is important
due to the size of a slice representing the old particles governs
the likelihood of the new particle being sampled.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
The code for both portions of the lab is implemented inside
a single ROS package and is detailed below.
Mapping: The mapping algorithm is implemented as its
own node that simply listens to the appropriate ∕𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒 and
∕𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑛 data topics published by either the IPS and the Kinect
vision system or simulation environment. There are several
aspects of the algorithm detailed in the previous section that
are open ended in nature and require some tuning.
The first decision about the implementation is the map
origin, size and resolution. The map origin is set as the center
of the map, because the simulation environment from the
TurtleBot example code has it set this way. Additionally, the
map size is set to 10x10 meters with a resolution of 81x81
blocks. The reason for the odd block number is due to the

centered origin, as it allows for an even number of blocks to
be placed on either side of the (0,0) origin. This produced
satisfactory results in simulation. However, transitioning to
the live robot, the IPS system origin is not centered in the
environment. This causes large parts of the live map to be off
limits. To remedy this, the simplest solution is to increase the
map size to 15x15 meters with a resolution of 101x101 blocks.
This allows the entire live map to be captured, albeit offset in
the visualizer.
The next parameter to tune is the probabilities used for
defining occupancy. The initial probability of all cells is set
to 50% to represent equal likelihood of a cell being occupied
or unoccupied, as there is no preconceived information about
our environment. The probabilities used when flagging a grid
element as occupied or unoccupied are set at 90% and 40%,
respectively. These probabilities are derived through experimentation. The probabilities are relatively high, and skewed
towards flagging cells as occupied, because the environment
being mapped is relatively empty with few features spaced far
apart. Thus, the chances of false positives developing on the
map are relatively low and false negatives are high.
Lastly, sampling the laser data provided by the Kinect
vision system required adjustment. The scanner has a total of
640 vertical beams. Using data from all these beams proved
to be problematic in practice. Instead of detecting clear object
edges with nearly 100% probability of occupancy, using all
640 beams resulted in edges only being visible as boundaries
between regions of near 0% and 50% probability. The tightly
packed adjacent beams would graze the edges of objects
as the robot moved around and reduce the probabilities
along object edges. Thus, the sensor is down sampled to ten
evenly spaced beams to avoid this issue. This leads to less
interference between beams and distinct edges detected on
objects or features.
State estimation: For storing the state of the particles, a
struct with vector parameters of 𝑥 position, 𝑦 position, yaw
and weight is implemented. Structs makes it easy to organize
and call the state values of the particles. Moreover, the set of
particle structs were stored as a vector which enables dynamic
resizing of the data set. This ability is used in the re-sampling
function when a push back command is called to allocate new
particles as per the weighted probability.
A uniform random generator was implemented for an output
between 0 and 1 of 5 decimal places. This aids in producing
an unbiased random number of high resolution which is used
in generating particles all over the map.
Due to the IPS yaw angle readings using an unconventional
range of negative angles beyond 180°, a correction is implemented to provide the actual difference in angle.
The behaviour of the system depends on the amount of
particles originally distributed. A large amount helps the
system converge but greatly increases computational time. The
particle filter designed uses 600 points. In testing, less than
200 points causes issues with conversion. The less points are
used, the more the estimation drifts from the true position.
600 points are chosen due to optimal performance of the filter
without any noticeable computational performance differences
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compared to less particles.
To add noise in the particle movement, different algorithms
are tested. It is discovered that noise which is not proportional
to the robot’s speed works well for original convergence,
however the estimation loses accuracy quicker when the robot
is in motion. Thus, noise is proportional to the robot’s linear
and rotational speeds. Originally the filter used a uniform distribution to sample noise, however noise is now sampled from
a normal distribution with a standard deviation proportional to
the robot’s speed. By using a normal distribution, the particles
better track sudden movements as well as smooth movements.
When using a conventional timing function several odometry readings would not sample new data until a entire second is
complete. Thus, a high resolution clock is used to get time in
nanoseconds which allows for better sampling of the odometer
readings.
IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
The results of the implemented algorithms are discussed
below based of simulation and live experiments.
Mapping: Due to the map origin discrepancy between live
and simulation set up, the map was increased in size for
the live demo map to be captured. A better solution is to
implement a transform for the set origin on the live robot to
a specific point instead of increasing the memory usage of
storing and updating a 50% larger map.
The algorithm performed significantly better in simulation
than in live setup. The finished map in simulation and experiment are displayed in Fig. 3 and 4, respectively.

3

The simulation results display much higher fidelity than
the live results. Much of this is due to the noise present
in the live setup. The live experiment is performed during
daylight hours, meaning considerable sunlight is entering the
environment and impacting the IR receiver readings on the
Kinect. Additionally, the live IPS setup has considerably more
error than in simulation, which was essentially error free. This
has a large impact on the quality of the map produced as the
algorithm heavily relies on pose data to know where in the
map to update probabilities.
There are several ways to improve the accuracy and performance of the algorithm. One way to improve both is be
to reduce the amount that we down sample and implement
a method to detect when individual rays are landing on the
same grid cell and only run the Bresenham algorithm on
one of those results. This improves performance as redundant
rays are not needlessly processed. It also improves accuracy
because the amount necessary to down sample to reduce the
interference mentioned earlier is less, thus more information
is be collected about the environment.
Another fix is to implement a more sophisticated method
for estimating the state of the robot. The IPS readings are not
as reliable as simulation data. Thus, an improvement is be
to implement an extended Kalman filter that uses a motion
model of the robot to augment the IPS readings and arrives
at a more accurate robot position.
State estimation: State estimation done with the particle
filter is simulated using Gazebo and Rviz. The robot is
moving around in Gazebo and its coordinates are fed into
the particle filter for the weighting step. Simulated odometry
data is also used in the movement step of the particle filter.
Resulting paths can be seen in Fig. 5 below.

Fig. 3. Simulation mapping data produced through Gazebo positioning and
laser scan data

Fig. 4. Live mapping data of the environment introduced in Fig. 1; 3 stages
of completeness are depicted

Fig. 5.

Particle filter estimation and true state paths
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The estimation is performed by taking the mean location of
all the particles. The estimation starts at the center because
particles are originally randomly distributed on the map.
As they converge on the robot’s position, the green line
approaches the blue line. Due to movement of the particles
and error in the estimation, the green line is not directly on top
of the blue line. However, over time, the green line converges
with the blue line and tracks it perfectly. An example of this
can be seen in the top left of Fig. 5, where the robot traces
a circle and the estimated position follows exactly. Once
the estimation converges, it rarely loses tracking. However,
tracking is lost a few times when the robot moves fast due to
drift being unaccounted for in the motion model. This could
have been dealt with by using a different motion model or
limiting the maximum speed. The estimation can be improved
by trying out different weighting algorithms and different
noise introduction algorithms. Another possibility is using a
better algorithm than averaging to derive the estimate from
the particles.
When the state estimation performs live on the robot,
particles are randomly dispersed and converge on the correct
robot position after a few iterations. However, moving the
robot causes a shifted movement in the particles. Paths appear
to be offset from each other by a certain angle but maintain
similar shapes. The conclusion is that there is a mismatch
with a projection matrix in the sampling or drawing code
which plots points offset from each other. Although the paths
are not overlayed, the particle filter still works since the
particles converge and follow the same path shape as the
robot. Had the paths been overlaid, other features could have
been noticed and discussed. Its predicted that the particle filter
could have made some erroneous movements based on the
odometry values differing from real robot movement, however
it would recover quickly. This means the performance would
be slightly less than in simulation.
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#include <sstream >
#include <string >
#include <vector >
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

#define P_OCC 0.9
#define P_FREE
0.4
#define P_0 0.5
#define L_P_OCC
log(P_OCC /(1- P_OCC))
#define L_P_FREE
log(P_FREE /(1- P_FREE))
#define L_P_0
log(P_0/(1-P_0))
double ips_x;
double ips_y;
double ips_yaw;
double
double
double
double

std::vector <double> ranges(SAMPLES);
nav_msgs :: OccupancyGrid map;
std::vector <double> l_map_data;
short sgn(int x) { return x >= 0 ? 1 : -1; }
// Bresenham line algorithm (pass empty vectors)
// Usage: (x0 , y0) is the first point and (x1 , y1) is the second point.
↪ The calculated
//
points (x, y) are stored in the x and y vector. x and y should
↪ be empty
//
vectors of integers and shold be defined where this function is
↪ called from. in CELL UNITS
void bresenham(int x0 , int y0 , int x1 , int y1 , std ::vector <int>& x, std::
↪ vector <int>& y) {
int dx = abs(x1 - x0);
int dy = abs(y1 - y0);
int dx2 = x1 - x0;
int dy2 = y1 - y0;
const bool s = abs(dy) > abs(dx);
if (s) {
int dx2 = dx;
dx = dy;
dy = dx2;
}

Listing 1. Mapping Algorithm
// ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// Lab2 Code for MTE 544
// This file contains example code for mapping algorithm for use with MTE
↪ 544 lab 2
//
// Author: Rishab Sareen & Pavel Shering
//
// //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include <ros/ros.h>
#include <ros/console.h>

int inc1 = 2 * dy;
int d = inc1 - dx;
int inc2 = d - dx;
x.push_back(x0);
y.push_back(y0);
while (x0 != x1 || y0 != y1) {
if (s) y0+=sgn(dy2); else x0+=sgn(dx2);
if (d < 0) d += inc1;
else {
d += inc2;
if (s) x0+=sgn(dx2); else y0+=sgn(dy2);
}
//Add point to vector
x.push_back(x0);
y.push_back(y0);
}

<geometry_msgs / PoseStamped.h>
<geometry_msgs / PoseWithCovarianceStamped .h>
<geometry_msgs /Twist.h>
<tf/ transform_datatypes .h>
<tf/ transform_broadcaster .h>
<gazebo_msgs/ ModelStates.h>
<visualization_msgs /Marker.h>
<nav_msgs/ OccupancyGrid .h>
<sensor_msgs/LaserScan.h>

#include <fstream >
#include <cmath >

angle_min;
angle_max;
angle_inc;
range_max;

int map_data_origin ;

V. SOURCE CODE

#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

MAP_RESOLUTION
101
MAP_D
15.0
SAMPLES
10
KINECT_BEAMS
640
MAP_OCC_INIT
50

}

||
||
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if (!ofs.is_open ()) {
ROS_ERROR("Cannot␣open␣%s", filename.c_str ());
return false;
}
for (size_t i = 0; i < map.data.size (); i++) {
ofs << static_cast<int>(map.data[i]);
if ((i % map.info.width) == (map.info.width - 1)) {
ofs << "\n";
} else {
ofs << ",";
}
}
ofs.close ();
return true;

// Callback function for the Position topic (SIMULATION)
/* void pose_callback (const gazebo_msgs :: ModelStates& msg) {
int i;
for(i = 0; i < msg.name.size (); i++) if(msg.name[i] == "mobile_base ")
↪ break;
ips_x = msg.pose[i]. position.x ;
ips_y = msg.pose[i]. position.y ;
ips_yaw = tf:: getYaw(msg.pose[i]. orientation);
// Create tf broadcaster
static tf:: TransformBroadcaster broadcaster;
tf:: Transform transform;
transform.setOrigin( tf:: Vector3(ips_x , ips_y , 0.0) );
tf:: Quaternion q;
q.setRPY (0,0, ips_yaw);
transform.setRotation(q);
broadcaster. sendTransform (tf:: StampedTransform (transform , ros :: Time ::
↪ now(), "base_link", "map"));
}*/
// Callback function for the Position topic (LIVE)
void pose_callback (const geometry_msgs :: PoseWithCovarianceStamped & msg) {
ips_x = msg.pose.pose.position.x; // Robot X psotition
ips_y = msg.pose.pose.position.y; // Robot Y psotition
ips_yaw = tf:: getYaw(msg.pose.pose.orientation); // Robot Yaw
static tf:: TransformBroadcaster broadcaster;
tf:: Transform transform;
transform.setOrigin( tf:: Vector3(ips_x , ips_y , 0.0) );
tf:: Quaternion q;
q.setRPY (0,0, ips_yaw);
transform.setRotation(q);
broadcaster. sendTransform (tf:: StampedTransform (transform , ros :: Time :: now
↪ (), "base_link", "map"));

}
void update_map ()
{
std::vector <int> x;
std::vector <int> y;
// Bound robot within map dimensions
int robot_x = int( round( ( MAP_RESOLUTION /MAP_D)*ips_x ) );
int robot_y = int( round( ( MAP_RESOLUTION /MAP_D)*ips_y ) );
for (int i=0; i<SAMPLES; i++) {
if (ranges[i]>0) {
double endpoint_x = ips_x + ranges[i]*cos(ips_yaw +( angle_min+
↪ angle_inc*i*( KINECT_BEAMS /SAMPLES)));
double endpoint_y = ips_y + ranges[i]*sin(ips_yaw +( angle_min+
↪ angle_inc*i*( KINECT_BEAMS /SAMPLES)));
// Bound endpoint within map dimensions
endpoint_x = round (( MAP_RESOLUTION /MAP_D)*endpoint_x);
endpoint_y = round (( MAP_RESOLUTION /MAP_D)*endpoint_y);
if (abs(endpoint_x)>int( MAP_RESOLUTION /2)) {
endpoint_x = int( MAP_RESOLUTION /2);
}
if (abs(endpoint_y)>int( MAP_RESOLUTION /2)) {
endpoint_y = int( MAP_RESOLUTION /2);
}
bresenham(robot_x , robot_y , int(endpoint_x), int(endpoint_y), x,
↪ y);

}
void build_map () {
map.info. map_load_time = ros:: Time ::now();
map.info.resolution = MAP_D / MAP_RESOLUTION ;
map.info.width = MAP_RESOLUTION ;
map.info.height = MAP_RESOLUTION ;

// Calculated updated log odds for points defined in x and y
↪ vectors
double e_l_map_data;
for (int j=0; j<x.size (); j++) {
int index = map_data_origin +(x[j]-(y[j]* MAP_RESOLUTION ));
if (j==(x.size () -1) && ranges[i] < range_max) {
if (l_map_data[index ] <50) {
l_map_data[index] = l_map_data[index] + L_P_OCC - L_P_0;
}
} else {
if (l_map_data[index ]>-50) {
l_map_data[index] = l_map_data[index] + L_P_FREE - L_P_0;
}
}
e_l_map_data = exp(l_map_data[index ]);
map.data[index] = int(round (100*( e_l_map_data /(1+ e_l_map_data )
↪ )));
}

map.info.origin.position.x = -static_cast<double>(map.info.width) / 2
↪ * map.info.resolution;
map.info.origin.position.y = -static_cast<double>(map.info.height) / 2
↪ * map.info.resolution;
map.info.origin.orientation .w = 1.0;
map_data_origin = ( MAP_RESOLUTION ) * (( MAP_RESOLUTION -1) /2) + ((
↪ MAP_RESOLUTION -1) /2);
map.data.assign(map.info.width * map.info.height , MAP_OCC_INIT ); //
↪ fill the map with 50/50 chance of occupancy
l_map_data.assign(map.data.size (), 0.0);
}
bool save_map(const std:: string& name) {
std:: string filename;
if (name.empty ()) {
const ros:: Time time = ros:: Time ::now();
const int sec = time.sec;
const int nsec = time.nsec;
std:: stringstream sname;
sname << "map_";
sname << std:: setw (5) <<
sname << std:: setw (0) <<
sname << std:: setw (9) <<
sname << std:: setw (0) <<
filename = sname.str();
} else {
filename = name;
}
std:: ofstream ofs;
ofs.open(filename.c_str ());

std:: setfill(’0’) << sec;
"_";
std:: setfill(’0’) << nsec;
".txt";

}
}
}
// Callback function for the Laser Scan data topic
void laser_callback (const sensor_msgs :: LaserScan& msg) {
angle_min = msg.angle_min;
angle_max = msg.angle_max;
angle_inc = msg. angle_increment ;
range_max = msg.range_max;
int j = 0;
for (int i=0; i<msg.ranges.size (); i+=( KINECT_BEAMS /SAMPLES)) {
if (msg.ranges[i]>=msg.range_min && msg.ranges[i]<=msg.range_max) {
ranges[j] = msg.ranges[i];
} else {
// Garbage value , set to -1
ranges[j] = -1;
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int num_particles = 600;

}
update_map ();
save_map("1");
}
int main(int argc , char ** argv) {
// Initialize the ROS framework
ros:: init(argc ,argv ,"main_control ");
if( ros :: console :: set_logger_level (ROSCONSOLE_DEFAULT_NAME , ros::
↪ console :: levels :: Debug) ) {
ros:: console :: notifyLoggerLevelsChanged ();
}
ros:: NodeHandle n;
// Subscribe to the desired topics and assign callbacks
//ros:: Subscriber pose_sub = n.subscribe ("/ gazebo/ model_states", 1,
↪ pose_callback);
ros:: Subscriber pose_sub = n.subscribe("/indoor_pos", 1, pose_callback
↪ );
ros:: Subscriber laser_sub = n.subscribe("/scan", 1, laser_callback );

// Create a stuct to define the cornidates and weight of the particle
struct Particle {
double x = 0;
double y = 0;
double yaw = 0;
double weight = 0;
};
short sgn(int x) { return x >= 0 ? 1 : -1; }
double random_gen () {
return (double)(rand () % 10000) / 10000.0;
}
// Callback function for the Position topic (SIMULATION)
void pose_callback (const gazebo_msgs :: ModelStates& msg) {
int i;
for(i = 0; i < msg.name.size (); i++) if(msg.name[i] == "mobile_base")
↪ break;

// Setup topics that this node will Publish to
ros:: Publisher map_publisher = n.advertise <nav_msgs :: OccupancyGrid >("/
↪ map" ,1);

ips_x = msg.pose[i]. position.x ;
ips_y = msg.pose[i]. position.y ;
ips_yaw = tf:: getYaw(msg.pose[i]. orientation);
}

// Initialize our empty map grid
build_map ();
bool res = save_map("1");
//Set the loop rate
ros:: Rate loop_rate (20);

//20Hz update rate

while (ros ::ok()) {
loop_rate.sleep (); // Maintain the loop rate
ros:: spinOnce (); // Check for new messages
map_publisher .publish(map);
}
return 0;

double dx = 0;
double dy = 0;
double dang = 0;
auto t1 = chrono :: high_resolution_clock ::now();
auto t2 = chrono :: high_resolution_clock ::now();
void odometry_callback (const nav_msgs :: Odometry& msg) {
t1 = t2;
t2 = chrono :: high_resolution_clock ::now();
double t_delta = ((double) std:: chrono :: duration_cast <std:: chrono ::
↪ nanoseconds >(t2 - t1).count ()) / (1000000000.0) ;

}
Listing 2. Mapping Algorithm
// ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// This file contains state estimation algorithm for use with MTE 544 lab
↪ 2
//
// Author: Mihai Tiuca & Aman Lohia
//
// //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#define MAP_SIZE 25.0
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<ros/ros.h>
<geometry_msgs / PoseStamped.h>
<nav_msgs/Odometry.h>
<geometry_msgs /Twist.h>
<tf/ transform_datatypes .h>
<gazebo_msgs/ ModelStates.h>
<visualization_msgs /Marker.h>
<nav_msgs/ OccupancyGrid .h>
<vector >
<iostream >
<ctime >
<chrono >

dx = t_delta * msg.twist.twist.linear.x;
dy = t_delta * msg.twist.twist.linear.y;
dang = t_delta * msg.twist.twist.angular.z;
}
// Callback function for the Position topic (LIVE)
/*
void pose_callback (const geometry_msgs :: PoseWithCovarianceStamped & msg) {
ips_x X = msg.pose.pose.position.x; // Robot X psotition
ips_y Y = msg.pose.pose.position.y; // Robot Y psotition
ips_yaw = tf:: getYaw(msg.pose.pose.orientation); // Robot Yaw
ROS_DEBUG (" pose_callback X: %f Y: %f Yaw: %f", X, Y, Yaw);
}*/
vector <Particle > particle_set ( num_particles );
Particle create_particle () {
Particle p;
p.x = random_gen () * MAP_SIZE - MAP_SIZE / 2.0;
p.y = random_gen () * MAP_SIZE - MAP_SIZE / 2.0;
p.yaw = random_gen () * 2 * M_PI - M_PI;
p.weight = 0;
return p;
}

#include <cmath >

ros:: Publisher pose_publisher ;
ros:: Publisher marker_pub;

void random_particle_allocator () {
for(auto &particle: particle_set ) {
particle = create_particle ();
}
}

double ips_x;
double ips_y;
double ips_yaw;

void move_particles () {
default_random_engine generator;
for(auto &particle: particle_set ) {

using namespace std;
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predicted_y /= num_particles ;

normal_distribution <double> distro_ang (0.0 , dang * 0.2);
particle.yaw += dang + distro_ang(generator);

}

double dist = abs(sqrt(dx*dx + dy*dy));
normal_distribution <double> distro_dist (0.0 , dist * 0.8);
dist += distro_dist(generator);
particle.x += dist * cos(particle.yaw);
particle.y += dist * sin(particle.yaw);

int main(int argc , char ** argv)
{
// Initialize the ROS framework
ros:: init(argc ,argv ,"main_control ");
ros:: NodeHandle n;

}
}
double distanceToIPS (Particle p) {
return abs(sqrt ((p.x - ips_x) * (p.x - ips_x) + (p.y - ips_y) * (p.y ↪ ips_y)));
}
double angDiff(Particle p) {
double ang = p.yaw - ips_yaw;
if(abs(ang) >= M_PI) {
return abs(ang) - M_PI;
} else {
return abs(ang);
}

// Subscribe to the desired topics and assign callbacks
ros:: Subscriber pose_sub = n.subscribe("/gazebo/model_states ", 1,
↪ pose_callback );
ros:: Subscriber map_sub = n.subscribe("/map", 1, map_callback );
ros:: Subscriber odom_sub = n.subscribe("/odom", 1, odometry_callback );
// Setup topics to Publish from this node
ros:: Publisher velocity_publisher = n.advertise < geometry_msgs ::Twist >(
↪ "/cmd_vel_mux/input/navi", 1);
pose_publisher = n.advertise < geometry_msgs :: PoseStamped >("/pose", 1,
↪ true);
marker_pub = n.advertise < visualization_msgs ::Marker >("
↪ visualization_marker ", 1, true);

}

// Velocity control variable
geometry_msgs :: Twist vel;

double max_weight = 0.0;
double total_weight = 0.0;

//Set the loop rate
ros:: Rate loop_rate (20);

void particle_weighting () {
max_weight = 0.0;
total_weight = 0.0;
for(auto &particle: particle_set ) {
double denom = distanceToIPS (particle) + angDiff(particle);
particle.weight = 1.0 / denom;

random_particle_allocator ();

if(particle.weight > max_weight) {
max_weight = particle.weight;
}
}
for(auto &particle: particle_set ) {
particle.weight /= max_weight;
total_weight += particle.weight;
}
}
void resampling () {
vector <Particle > newParticle_set ;
int index = rand () % num_particles ;
double beta = 0.0;
for(int i = 0; i < num_particles ; i++){
beta += random_gen () * 2.0;
while(beta > particle_set [index ]. weight){
beta -= particle_set [index ]. weight;
index = (index + 1) % num_particles ;
}
newParticle_set .push_back( particle_set[index ]);
}
particle_set = newParticle_set ;
}
double predicted_x = 0;
double predicted_y = 0;
double predicted_yaw = 0;
void predict_pos () {
predicted_x = 0;
predicted_y = 0;
for(auto &particle: particle_set ) {
predicted_x += particle.x;
predicted_y += particle.y;
}
predicted_x /= num_particles ;

//20Hz update rate

visualization_msgs :: Marker line_strip;
line_strip.header.frame_id = "/my_frame";
line_strip.header.stamp = ros:: Time ::now();
line_strip.ns = "line_strip";
line_strip.action = visualization_msgs :: Marker ::ADD;
line_strip.type = visualization_msgs :: Marker :: LINE_STRIP;
line_strip.id = 1;
line_strip.scale.x = 0.15;
line_strip.scale.y = 0.15;
line_strip.color.g = 1.0f;
line_strip.color.a = 1.0;
visualization_msgs :: Marker base_line;
base_line.header.frame_id = "/my_frame";
base_line.header.stamp = ros:: Time :: now();
base_line.ns = "base_line";
base_line.action = visualization_msgs :: Marker :: ADD;
base_line.type = visualization_msgs :: Marker :: LINE_STRIP;
base_line.id = 1;
base_line.scale.x = 0.15;
base_line.scale.y = 0.15;
base_line.color.b = 1.0f;
base_line.color.a = 0.5;
visualization_msgs :: Marker base_point;
base_point.header.frame_id = "/my_frame";
base_point.header.stamp = ros:: Time ::now();
base_point.ns = "base_point";
base_point.action = visualization_msgs :: Marker ::ADD;
base_point.type = visualization_msgs :: Marker :: POINTS;
base_point.id = 2;
base_point.scale.x = 0.3;
base_point.scale.y = 0.3;
base_point.color.b = 1.0f;
base_point.color.a = 1.0;
while (ros::ok()) {
loop_rate.sleep (); // Maintain the loop rate
ros:: spinOnce (); // Check for new messages

||
||
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// Main loop code goes here:
move_particles ();
particle_weighting ();
resampling ();
predict_pos ();
geometry_msgs :: Point p;
p.x = predicted_x;
p.y = predicted_y;
p.z = 0;
line_strip.points.push_back(p);
geometry_msgs :: Point base;
base.x = ips_x;
base.y = ips_y;
base.z = 0;
vector < geometry_msgs ::Point > base_vec;
base_line.points.push_back(base);
base_vec.push_back(base);
base_point.points = base_vec;
// marker_pub.publish(points);
marker_pub.publish(line_strip);
marker_pub.publish(base_line);
marker_pub.publish(base_point);
ROS_INFO("IPS:␣(%f,␣%f,␣%f)", ips_x , ips_y , ips_yaw);
ROS_INFO("Predicted:␣(%f,␣%f,␣%f)", predicted_x , predicted_y ,
↪ predicted_yaw );
velocity_publisher .publish(vel); // Publish the command velocity
}
return 0;
}
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